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Science Weekly Debrief 

OCAMS - Bashar Rizk  

The root cause of the OCAMS detector trailing charge issue (ISA-5855) remains unknown. At 

low DN, there is a systematic asymmetry in vertical centroid position. An association with 

charge transfer efficiency is being investigated but, if present, would be subtle. Higher vertical 

charge transfer efficiency might explain the effect, but the trailing charge exhibits inconsistent 

dependence on charge transfer efficiency. In the absence of a clear cause, OCAMS and IPWG 

are now working on an empirical correction, using star-field observations taken to date to 

individually model trailing charge.  

OCAMS data show the asteroid continuing to brighten (discussed further in the photometry 

presentation).  

Astronomy Working Group - Carl Hergenrother  

Carl presented a lightcurve analysis from the data collected on 27 September. An alias correction 

was developed to address detector-induced large-amplitude dips and rises in the data. The alias 

correction was modeled by measuring bright stars close to Bennu. With the alias correction 

applied, Bennu deviates a few percent from the stars, suggesting an intrinsic change in its 

brightness over time. After this correction and a time shift, the lightcurve matches predictions 

based on the radar-derived shape model and rotation state. Today and tomorrow’s lightcurve 

observations will give us more data to consider at next week’s meeting.  

Carl also presented photometry data. OpNav images suggest that the asteroid is brightening more 

than expected. However, daily phase function observations—which, unlike the OpNav data, have 

been alias-corrected—show Bennu brightening as expected.  

Data product approval for AP-18 and AP-19 - Carl Hergenrother and Mike Nolan  

Carl discussed the data products from the dust plume search, AP-18 and AP-19. A stray light 

correction for MapCam was effective. There is no indication of an extended dust cloud around 

Bennu in the AP-18 image. AP-19 gives the full width at half maximum measured for Bennu and 

for nine stars; Bennu’s FWHM is smaller than the stars’, whereas we would expect it to be larger 

if dust was present. These products contribute to, but do not satisfy, MRD-142.  

AP-18 and AP-19 constitute our first attempt to bless high-level data products via JIRA (e.g., 

DP-300 for AP-18). Data products should be described in JIRA as though for peer review. We 

agreed that the development history field does not need to include steps that were tried but 

rejected. It should link to the ticket that blessed the input data (Level 1 or 2) and indicate if those 

data were subselected. The tickets were updated accordingly.  

These data products are an unusual case in which Level 1 rather than Level 2 data were used. 

The typical procedure is to bless Level 1 and 2 data at the same time. For any future cases like 

this one where that does not happen, Jon Cutts will follow up with data product leads to 

http://conman.lpl.arizona.edu:8080/browse/DP-300


determine which data level they are planning to use and will update the data production schedule 

as needed.  

• [Follow-up from Mike Nolan: Jon may assume that L1 and L2 OCAMS data are 

equivalent for blessing purposes. If that is ever not true in the future, it will be treated as a 

data product problem and he will be advised of the resolution. He does not have to track 

them separately]. 

Three issues affected the dust plume search products, all of which have been addressed: SPOC-

1246, in which reprocessing was required because a script used to upload an OCAMS calibration 

corrupted the data; SPOC-1260, an upload error caused by the fact that the product did not match 

the original specifications; and a charge smear overcorrection related to exposure time, which 

was fixed without a CR.  

We identified an additional, minor issue at the meeting: Before we can bless AP-18, the header 

of the FITS file should more clearly reflect that it is a median average of 64 10-s exposures 

(signal, 10 s; noise, 640 s).  

• [Follow-up from Mike: Checking the AP-18 SIS and ICD, the images are in fact 

supposed to be formatted as OCAMS images, so the additional OCAMS keywords that 

don’t really make sense for a higher-level product are acceptable.] 

Once the header issue is addressed, AP-18 and AP-19 can be approved in JIRA without another 

meeting.  

Action items:  

• Carl Hergenrother will update the FITS file header and document the changes via 

comment in the JIRA ticket.  

• AP-19 is incorrectly mapped to MRD-158 in Table E-8; Jon Cutts will update the 

schedule, and Mathilde Westermann will update the table.  

Publications - Cat Wolner  

A publication guide covering the requirements, process, and style for OREX manuscripts is 

under review and will be shared with the team soon. Cat will update the team regularly on 

publication status and achievements, to be discussed further at Science Monthly.  

Next meetings  

The next Science Weekly meeting is next Thursday, 18 October. Science Monthly meetings will 

occur during the same time slot on the third Thursday of every month (but will be longer); the 

next is on 25 October.  

 


